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Adidrol B
Technical Data Sheet
Wash resistant emulsion paint for interiors and exteriors
A washable emulsion paint for interiors and exteriors that ensures a good hide and resistances. It features excellent whiteness enhancing the velvety look of the
finish.

INTENDED USE
Any normal paintable interior or exterior wall surface. It can also be used to decorate wood, terracotta and wallpaper surfaces.

SURFACE TREATMENT
Surfaces to treat must be sound, dry, clean, even and free from any trace of loose friable material. For all new, exterior unpainted walls or for weak substrates where
consolidation is required, a priming coat of MURISOL is recommended. For walls with existing old paint, remove all weak or flaking paint, restore surface defects and apply a
priming coat of ADIFIX.

COLOR
Supply colour: White plus Medium and Neutral Base for coloring in the ISTANT COLOUR Professional tinting system

APPLICATION
Brush, roller or spray.

THINNING
With water.
Brush, roller: 1st coat 20 - 25%; 2nd coat 15 - 20%.
Spray: 20 - 25%.

AVERAGE SPREAD RATE
10 - 11 sq.m./litre per coat

DRYING TIME AT 25° C
3 - 4 hours, touch dry
Recoat time: 6 - 8 hours

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
1530 &plusmn 20 g/l

VISCOSITY
(Brookfield 20° C): 9000-11000 mPa·s

ADVICES
Do not apply with air and surface temperatures below 5°. or above 28°. The thinning water should be added gradually, mixing thoroughly and continuously, especially in case
of coloued product.

PAKAGING
containers lt.1x6 units; drums of lt.5; lt. 14;

DRY SOLID CONTENTS
(%): 63 &plusmn 1

V.O.C. (Directive 2004/42/CE)
22 g/l; Cat. A BA (Max. Value 30 g/l)

Any information supplied whether verbal or in writing, is for guidance only as conditions and feasibility of use may be influenced by external factors beyond our control and is therefore given in good faith but without warranty. Adicolor reserves the right to
modify any data and information without notice. Our technical service is available for any further detailed information.

